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SO LONG, FAREWELL
AUF WIEDERSEHEN, ADIEU :(

staff was nowhere near as low as 14%, and I was under the impression that I would have obligations and 
commitments (spoiler alert: I didn’t). This underfunded publication made me realize that it truly is about the 
friends you meet along the way :’). The BS exemplifies the fact that the connections that you make with peo-
ple are priceless, and if someone asks you to rap Bodak Yellow a capella while giving a lap dance, you should 
definitely do it (sometimes). Even though the Bullsheet is underfunded, and isn’t even listed as a publication, 
(let alone an on-campus organization) on Denison’s website, some of the highlights of my college experience 
have been because of the Bullsheet, or with the people that are a part of the club that lives in Knapp 108 A. 
Cries for funding aside, being the managing editor of the ‘sheet has taught me a lot, and it was honorable 
and quite enjoyable to frequently go on power trips, walk in on my subordinates tarnishing their promises to 
Christ, write and receive love letters to DCR, respond to admin when things go awry (they never did!), and 
publish whatever I wanted because the only one that could tell me not to is my mother. I am very grateful 
for the opportunity to be managing editor for a whole year. I hate to be earnest in this satirical publication, 
but I am endlessly grateful for everything that the ‘sheet has given me, and for all of the people that I’ve met 
through it.
With that being said, I’m going to give you guys a quick rundown of my career highlights:

Charlie Schweiger: So 
I guess this is it. My last 
‘sheet ever. To be honest, I 
never thought that I would 
have been a part of a campus 
organization for this long, 
let alone be in charge of it. 
It’s weird knowing that this 
is the last time I’ll run the 
type of platform that reaches 
an entire university’s stu-
dent body, at least the ones 
that matter (the ones who 
read my articles). I joined 
staff freshman year when 
the acceptance rate to be on 

-Wrote a story about a leak in my ceiling in Craw and submitted 
multiple service requests, but nothing was done until the aforemen-
tioned expose was published
-Published a fake tabloid about the travesty that was Loser Loser 
Chicken Tender Disaster, and such a catastrophic event was prom-
ised never to occur again
-Convinced an entire group of people to unlearn their own classist 
biases, and try Tim Horton’s
-Fueled the hate fire surrounding everyone’s favorite problematic 
icon, the one and only Ice Age Baby.
-Tried to convince Outdoor Voices to sponsor me on multiple oc-
casions

-Awkwardly compiled a list of quarantine ideas with Betsy 
Wagner, who I now consider a beloved comrade
-Provided unsolicited information about music
-Was caught in the storm surrounding the DCGA elections of 
2018 (and survived)
-Spread Britney Spears propaganda like it was my f*cking job 
(it was)
-Taught an entire student body how to gaslight
-Engaged in actual meaningful discourse with the Denison 
College Republicans
...An extensive variety of experiences tbh
(Continued on back...)



MORE FAREWELLS (2/4)
I also want to give a shoutout to Katie for being the first person I call to pregame a 
BS gathering, and Elizabeth for being the only one that’s been on staff for as long as I 
have. I will always have a special place in my heart for these two <3.

-Charlie Schweiger, Managing Editor Emeritus

I had loved being able to write and edit the sheet each week. It gives me an opportunity to 
express my random thoughts, my feelings on different things happening on campus and in 
the world, and basically I can just write whatever weird thing pops into my mind. It gives me 
an outlet to express myself and share what I have been thinking about recently. It has helped 
me grow as writer and as a creative person. I love this group of people. I have so many in-
credible people that I wouldn’t have met otherwise. This group is people is the funniest, 
smartest, quirkiest people I have ever met. They push me to expand my horizons, experience 
new things, be funnier, and become a better writer. I am so very thankful to be apart of the 
bullsheet. I have never spent so much time on groupme before this club. No but actually.... 
this club has been absolutely amazing and I have grown so much as a person. I have had an 
amazing time. It is hard for me to put into words what this publication means to me. Also, 
my absolute favorite thing about the bullsheet (well I have a lot of favorite things buttttt) is 
the emails we write to the copy center. I don’t know if our readers know this but every night 
we email our sheets to the copy center for them to print them and I literally write the fun-
niest things to them…. Right copy center??? Im funny right??????!!!! In all seriousness, I 
love everything abut this publication: the people, the writing, the editing, the crazy energy. 
Charlie was one of my first friends freshmen year and the bullsheet kept us close. It was so 
amazing seeing him grow as a leader, a writer, creatively, and as a person. He is a wonderful 
person and if you got the chance to get to know him, your life is instantly better. He is a ray 
of sunshine and one of the funniest people I know. He made the sheet fun when I first joined 
and knew none of the older kids. He made me comfortable and made me feel so included. 
He will do so many amazing things in this life and I am so excited to see all that he does. I 
am very thankful for him and for everything he brought to the Bullsheet. I don’t want to brag 
but we were a power couple on this admin staff and we lead the sheet pretty well (if I do say 
so myself). I just want to say goodbye Bullsheet. It has been such a perfect experience and I 
am so so so beyond thankful for this experience, it made my time at Denison so wonderful. 
Thank you Bullsheet and thank you to all the drunk idiots on staff. Honestly, the fact that I 
am graduating is such BULL SHITTTT. xoxo love you bulls <3

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer Emeritus

It seems unreal that I’m bidding the Bullsheet—and Denison—farewell this 
year, but then again, we’ve been living in the Twilight Zone since last March, 
and nothing that’s happened since has felt especially concrete. I’m grateful to 
have been a part of this zany publication that’s ever-changing in its focus. In 
fact, that’s what I’ve come to love most about The Bullsheet: one day we’ll be 
running some ridiculous quiz, the next campus crime stats, and then the next a 
bombshell of an expose regarding issues of significant importance to the students 
or Denison staff. The ability to leap from satire to proper news is impressive, and 
definitely something to take pride in. 
In better times, wish I could’ve been around in person for the end of the ride. 
But, you guys have been doing great, and it’s a pleasure to have been inactive 
amongst you all. Anyhow, this is your “foreign correspondent” from the distant 
land of KY signing out. It’s been real. 

-Elizabeth Arterberry, Senior Writer Emeritus
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-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer Emeritus

Charlie:
 We share a bond that cannot be broken, and just as we have likely been through unspeakable shared experi-
ences in past lives, I trust we will see each other again post-reincarnation. Thanks again for the shared aggression 
towards Ellie and all the good memories from trying to keep this ship afloat.
Katy Kerrigen- 
 Thank you for ignoring the 24 or 48 or however many hour rule in favor of Bullsheet shenanigans every time 
we all hang out. I’m going to miss the weekly bubbly and upbeat emails to the copycenter with your name on them, 
and I wish you the best of luck in all of your future endeavors.
Elizabeth:
 I’ve been beyond heartbroken that you didn’t come back. You’re my favorite coworker of all time, and play-
ing Uno Flip doesn’t feel the same without you. Blythe and I are planning a surprise trip to come visit you so this isn’t 
really goodbye. -James Whitney
CHARLIE: I’m sad I can’t come over and smoke your weed for free anymore :( just kidding obviously, Charlie you 
have been such a great friend (and an okay managing editor) I really appreciate your AMAZING hospitality, adderall 
fueled friendliness and overall nice and great vibes. I’m gonna miss you my guy. The jouch won’t be the same with-
out you ;)
KATIE: Katie! I’m gonna miss your office-brand humor. Jk I hope you come back to Barrington so we can chill even 
though I hate Barrington also I got fired from a country club there so idk if I’m welcome back.. anyways I will miss 
you dearly 
ELIZABETH: Elizabeth! I’m fucking DE-pressed you weren’t on campus this year. You are such a ray of sunshine 
and a Bullsheet veteran. My personal favorite out of all the seniors. I miss u <3

-Jack May
Charlie
Hey, thanks for not firing me after le rendezvous circa October 9th, 2020, I really was tweakin there for a minute. But 
honestly you are such a considerate person, and I can tell that you really do care a lot about the staff of the Bullsheet. 
You really made me feel welcomed by making sure all of campus knew I falsely liked toes...very thoughtful. Seriously 
though, I know if I ever needed anything I could reach out to you and that means a lot to me. It would’ve been nice to 
get to know you without Nina being there, but I guess beggars can’t be choosers... Just kidding, you are the best <3
Katie
Listen, you are by far the coolest person we have on the sheet and it’s pretty freaky to know that our campus clout 
is going to decline by so much next semester. Getting to know you this year has been a pleasure and you are a crazy 
good head writer, so many smart ideas jesus christ. Thanks for being such a chiller and I hope you have a great time in 
the real world!
Elizabeth
Gonna be honest, I never really thought about changing my name back to Elizabeth until I knew about you...love your 
moxie! Peace and love Lizzy!!

-Betsy Wagner

Charlie—man, where to begin. I can’t decide whether you have mad drip, or just grabbed twelve random objects out 
of your closet and decided to make them work. Your outfit during the night we took staff pictures was both iconic and 
the worst thing i’ve ever seen. On a more serious note, you were a slap-bang editor-in-chief and weren’t afraid to make 
us reign in the goofiness when we needed to get shit done. Take those leadership skills and run with it—even if you 
need to threaten thermonuclear war.
Katie—you’re the kind of person that I just run into on campus every now and then and it kinda just makes sense; be it 
a sunnies apartment, a staircase in fellows, or just around. Your mom selfie of the newly cleaned office was one of my 
favorite Bullsheet moments, as well your legendary post-sheet party sheet. Keep on making those good memories with 
new people in the years to come as you leave this little Denison bubble.
Elizabeth—don’t tell anyone but you are my favorite senior. When I first became a member of the Bullsheet you were 
one of the only people who went out of your way to talk to me. I remember chatting with you while waiting at the 
mailroom and while walking down to north loop, and you really helped make me feel at home on the sheet. You were 
sorely missed on campus and on the sheet this year. Keep on being that person who greets everyone with open arms 
and makes them feel at home, it will get you far in life. -William Kelsey
Charlie: I still can’t tell if you actually like or dislike me, so I’ve been trying to play it safe the past 2 years. That said, 
I once again apologize for thinking you were straight and believing you actually dated Jax in my interview. I was 
young and naive. You can edit that bit out if you want to keep it a secret between us and Katie. Anyways, thanks for 
constantly putting James in his place, giving us plenty of lore about your roommates, and for the several times that 
you said hi to me at parties. See you in hell!
Katie: Oh, Katie. I don’t know you too well, but I do know that I really like your voice. And you’re really tall. I can 
tell just by looking that you’re good at hitting volleyballs over nets. I do have to say, if I have ANY hopes of becoming 
a head editor, your shoes will be literally and metaphorically very big to fill. I hope you can play volleyball in heaven 
(or wherever you end up.)
Elizabeth: Congratulations on being the second top contributing writer, right next to Jay Huff! Reading your articles 
every day was not only a pleasure but a privilege I will never again take for granted. On the rare occasions that you do 
text in the GroupMe, the feeling I experience can only be compared to that of a devout priest watching God himself 
descend from the heavens to deliver the sacred word. Have fun wherever you are and will be.

-Ellie Schrader



Jack May, Managing Editor

Maggie Bell, Senior TBD
Lena Hanrahan, Junior TBD

Evie Waters, Junior TBD
Claire Anderson, Sophomore TBD
Lily Anderson, Sophomore TBD
Mick Smith, Sophomore TBD

  William Kelsey, Junior Editor
Emma Rutherford, Junior Editor

Ellie Schrader, Junior Editor
Betsy Wagner, Junior Editor

      James Whitney, Head Writer

Staff Box

I love y’all.
xx,

charlie

FAREWELLS :( CONT. (4/4)
Charlie: Known for asking the hard hitting questions 
like “What’s your favorite album and why is it Britney 
Spears underrated 2007 album “Blackout”. We Will 
miss your journalistic integrity.
Katie: The heroine of the Tuttersheet we needed but 
didn’t deserve. Thanks for laughing at the random 
jokes I’d make no matter how horrible they were!
Elizabeth: MY HOMETOWN HERO! Going to miss 
having a fellow Louisvillian on the ‘sheet but we’ll 
always have that one inside joke (I crack up every time 
I think about it)

-Blythe Dahlem

-Emma Rutherford

Charlie- Thank you for the room tour and THANK 
YOU for removing whoever was sending the trucker 
memes in the GroupMe last night (genuinely don’t 
know who was doing it). Hope you wont be too dis-
appointed in the sheet next semester <3
Katie-  Katie, your “Normal Things that Demoralize 
All” article hangs on my roommate’s side of the room 
(I’m not sure why), but it will hurt to see both you 
and that wall filler gone. 
Elizabeth- By far the best Elizabeth on staff! 

-Evie Waters

Charlie: Your fits are killer, your sheets are iconic, 
and your head is buzzed! You’ve cranked out some 
hits as managing editor, the Britney sheet will stay on 
my wall forever. All the best! 
Katie: It’s been a pleasure meeting you as I write 
this. Volleyball... that’s pretty cool! Sweaty palms... 
neat! All the best!
Elizabeth: Where do I even begin… we go way back. 
I’ll always cherish all the crazy mems we have to-
gether. Keep being your crazy self<3 All the best!

-Claire Anderson

Charlie: It’s hard to write something about you that 
you haven’t already heard or know. You’re an icon, a 
creative genius, and forever will have a legacy for the 
Bullsheet. Reading your articles in the beginning of 
my first semester made me realize that there are truly 
some funny people here. Although I’ve only met you 
in the past few weeks, you’ve welcomed me so gra-
ciously and honestly ended up being much nicer than 
I thought (which I guess now makes sense why you 
took both Claire and I). You’ve contributed so much 
to a cause that probably didn’t deserve most of it, but 
someone had to do it. Thank you for all that you’ve 
done.  
Katie: Imagine meeting the head writer and never 
seeing them again in the same night… You’ve been 
an enigma until now, but I’m so happy to have met 
you and heard your infectious laugh. The sheet has 
been in some amazing hands this past year. Thank 
you for making me laugh.
Elizabeth: I’m at a loss of words for what to say to 
you, girl. Rock on!

Charlie: I wholeheartedly think you are the backbone 
of not only the sheet but this entire campus. Please 
don’t leave us to fend for ourselves. I could be senti-
mental and sappy here and go on and on about how 
much I admire your wit and humor and how I wish 
I’m even half as talented as you when I grow up.... 
but I’ll save that for the DMs. I am in awe of you, 
your style and big brain are equally intimidating. 
I think you are literally just the coolest person (ew 
sorry to fangirl), but i seriously consider it a privilege 
to have served as staff under you. You set an incred-
ible example of how to use the sheet as a way to bring 
joy and laughs as well as unrest to campus, in the best 
way possible. you will always be the epitome of the 
bullsheet to me, and i’m gonna try my darndest to 
make sure your legacy lives on. The sheet (and I) will 
miss you so very much <3
Katie: You are the funny and smart and tall and ma-
jestic older sister that I wish I had. I think if we really 
were siblings you would definitely be the favourite 
and I would be the estranged dropout, so i’m glad that 
isn’t how our lives played out. You are such a multi-
faceted human being it kind of blows my mind. In 
all honesty, your memes and sheets are always both 
hilarious and poignant, and you always leave em beg-
ging for more. Even when it’s a shitpost, it’s a katie 
kerrigan shitpost, and I wouldn’t want to read anyone 
else’s stream of consciousness. You have blessed ev-
eryone here on this campus with your contributions to 
the sheet, and you will be dearly missed. LOVE U KT
Elizabeth: A woman of few words, I aspire to have 
the mysterious enigma you have. Go girl give us 
nothing! But for real, I’ve never heard anything bad 
about you, and a bullsheet brother is always a brother 
to me. you carried on the jay huff legacy, so in that, 
mad respect. HAGS! 

-Lily Anderson

Mick was preoccupied with 
rebleaching his hair and dye-
ing it ginger

Lena was busy catching up on 
her Hobbit audiobook, so she 
had reached emotional capac-
ity 

Wait is Maggie out 
of Sunset?


